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Regularly $10.99 On Sale For A Limited Time! â€œBreathing in, I calm body and mind. Breathing
out, I smile. Dwelling in the present moment I know this is the only moment.â€• Thich Nhat Hanh,
Being Peace Experience Mindful Meditation as you Color these Complex Mandala Designs &
Patterns For centuries, mandalas have provided an elevated level of guidance to those seeking
peace, inspiration, and a deeper connection to the world around them. Now, with the Master
Mandalas Coloring Book, use these peaceful yet complex patterns to help you find tranquility and
balance in your life. Featuring 40 master mandala drawings for colorists for contemplation and
introspection, this coloring book for adults encourages you to use your imagination to create vibrant
patterns that reveal your hidden creative potential and bring you closer to your true self. Each
intricate design will draw your eye inward, shifting your focus toward your center and allowing you to
fully relax your mind as you express yourself through these beautifully complex illustrations. The
Master Mandalas Adult Coloring Book for Grownups will help you find your inner calm and creativity
every day. Happy Coloring! Included in this Book: 40 Unique Full Page Intermediate to Master
Colorist Mandala Drawings for Contemplation, Inspiration, and Introspection Printed Single Sided on
Bright White Paper 8.5x11"
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I love coloring, sometimes I color to de-stress and sometimes as something to do with the kids. I
love this coloring book full of Mandalas to color. This coloring book is really nice. The book has a
nice design on the cover. This coloring book has over 45 different Mandala designs for you to color.
All the designs are fairly simple, they have good detail but it doesn't overload you with detail. The
artist obviously took the time drawing each design. I like detailed books as well but I feel relaxes
while coloring in this book. I take time for worship while coloring and praying and spending time with
the Lord. It is great to use as a Devotional.The paper is thin/medium weight and the pictures are all
printed on 1 side of the paper, these are beautiful and they would be easy to from after coloring
them to either keep or give as gifts.I am really pleased with this coloring book and would
recommend it. I find it very relaxing to color in. They even include a page in the book on how to
follow them on social media and their website. I am enjoying coloring in it.I received this product for
free or at a discount for testing in return for my honest and unbiased review. This does not affect my
review. Opinions are solely my own and are not influenced by anything other than my experience
with the product. I rely on reviews for all of my purchases and I write reviews with the intent of
helping other customers make the right buying decisions. I hope that you found my review helpful
with your decision on if this product is right for you or not. If you didn't find it helpful or if you have
any questions about the product, please don't hesitate to ask, I will be glad to answer questions and
help you in any way I can. Thank you for reading my review!

This book meets above my expectations. These mandalas are creatively and beautifully crafted for
an adult who easily gets stressed out and needs a few mins to sit and breathe. This book is my go
to stress reliever.

Out of all of the Mandala coloring books that this company has, I believe this one gets the top vote
from me for beautiful patterns. This coloring book comes with 40 designs on single pages, each
design different and beautiful. You can easily get lost in the beauty of these designs and loose track
of time!! If you are looking for an adult coloring book, and even if mandalas aren't your style, check
out everything that this company offers because I can promise, you won't be disappointed!! I am
happy with this product and would recommend and have already.**I received this book as part of a
preferred reviewer program for testing in exchange, if I so desire, for an unbiased, honest review.

Whenever I feel very bored in our house, I just get this and do some coloring with it. It gives life to a
dull day. I'm satisfied when I finished coloring them.These Adult Coloring books are the new hot "in"
thing for relieving the stress of a long, hard day. Fairly easy to do ("Stay within the lines, now!" as
Mrs. Crabapple used to say), I tried one of these before bed, and it was remarkably relaxing. Mind
you, these are NOT kids coloring books- they are significantly more artistic and difficult. However, a
bright and talented middle-schooler could certainly do one. This is one of the more nicely laid out
and created books I have come across. The cover is not too stiff that you can't bend it to say out of
your way. While the edges of the mandalas vary, they are all in a circular format (versus square or
freeform.) Most of the designs are intricate while others are fairly open and easy to color. Some of
the intricate designs also have small areas to color. I have just â€œdiscoveredâ€• Uni-ball Signo 0.38
gel pens which work fantastic for these small spaces.The pages are not perforated but the artist has
left ample room to cut a page out if you choose to do so. The binding is glued rather than sewn so
you will have to cut the pages if you want to remove them. The really artistic among us will have a
chance to make something truly lovely as a work of art. The rest of us will just have some nice
relaxing fun. Can work well as a gift, too. I have another one of these same books and love it. Fun
and relaxing. Really enjoying this. Excellent service and as described.I received this product at a
discounted rate in exchange for my full, unbiased and honest review. I test every product before
reviewing. My experience may not match everyones but my experiences are what I base my
reviews on. If you felt I was helpful, please click yes below. If not, please comment and offer a
suggestion on how I can improve my review for you.

Length: 2:09 Mins

This is an excellent mandalas coloring book if you like mandalas and intricate coloring designs. This
one is definitely detailed enough for the die-hard mandalas and adult coloring book fan. But
although I can get a bit impatient with overly detailed and tiny patterns, I did not find this book too
intricate or the details too tiny for me.The designs are beautiful, and I like that each page has one
distinct mandala in the middle. I am not a huge fan of coloring books that have designs all over the
page that have no rhyme or reason, and are there just to fill the page. This one is very symmetrical
and not bizarre or psychedelic as I feel some of the coloring books can be. These are just pretty
patterns that remind me of doilies or kaleidoscope patterns.The pages are high quality, and I have
used both gel pens and colored pencils with little to no bleed-through or warping.I highly

recommend this mandalas coloring book. It is one of my favorites that I have come across due to
the symmetry and clear, distinct shapes and patterns.I received this item for evaluation and review.
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